MBIS Latent Expert
Solve crimes faster by using industry leading
biometrics matching technology.

IDEMIA’s MBIS Latent Elimination gives latent examiners
the ability to apply our top-ranked AFIS friction ridge
algorithm encoding and matching solutions to cases that
would otherwise need to be compared manually.
Now, a latent examiner can quickly load multiple evidence
images into a case and add the known records to search
against. Latent searches can be submitted against existing
AFIS records, known records imported from scanned card
images, ANSI/NIST formatted records, or scanned from a
ﬂatbed scanner. The evidence images are processed using
MBIS 5 Latent Expert (MLE) and have all the features and
beneﬁts of MLE available, including automated encoding.
Latent Searches are submitted against the known records in
that case (only), and are searched in 360 degrees, providing
the maximum opportunity for match.

Why it matters:
This powerful solution supports elimination prints, as well
as victim, suspect, relative, person of interest, ﬁrst
responder and other types of prints that would typically
require manual comparison. MBIS Latent Elimination applies
highly accurate IDEMIA friction ridge algorithms to a
Latent-to-Tenprint search of a small gallery of known
records that is speciﬁc to a case.

Saving time, resources, and allowing
Latent Examiners to focus their time
on other high priority eﬀorts.
MBIS Latent Elimination can save time and eﬀort for the
latent examiner, especially for cases that have a large number
of evidence images and a large number of known records.
IDEMIA MBIS will launch for search and the results will be
available almost immediately for review by the operator in a
specialized Summary Screen in MBIS Latent Expert.

Latent Expert Automated
Encoding of Minutiae
• Auto encodes latent print with minutiae
• High Accuracy with very few false
minutiae
• Automates most of the Analysis step
of ACE-V

Advanced Friction Ridge
Matching Algorithms
• Near instantaneous search of each
latent print against all associated
individuals
• Searches all areas of ﬁngers, palms,
joints, and tips
• Searches all possible orientations

Corresponding Features
(Mated Minutiae)
• Best matching minutiae between the
latent print and the ﬁnger/area
highlighted
• Automates the most diﬃcult portion
of the comparison step of ACE-V

Automatic Orientation
and Alignment
• Based on Corresponding Features
(Mated Minutiae)
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